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“WHERE THERE IS NO VISION,
THE PEOPLE PERISH...”

P R O V E R B S  2 9 : 18



The uniquely American idea that all men are created 
equal and endowed by their Creator with unalienable 
rights to life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness – 
American Freedom – has created, by any measure, 
the greatest and most prosperous country in the 
history of the world. Over the past 240 years, 
American innovation has created the greatest 
advancements in science, health, commerce, 
computing, communications, defense, travel, and 
transportation (including in space) – more than the 
people of the world could ever have imagined. 
Additionally, the American people are the most 
generous in the world, having shared American 
innovation, wealth, and knowledge for centuries.
 
Unfortunately, today American Freedom is under 
attack. Big Tech, Big Media, Big Government, and 
even Big Business have locked arms to advance a 
pernicious “woke” ideology designed to control the 
American people and destroy the American Dream. 
The ruling elites have never been more detached from 
the experiences of the average American – yet they 
have never worked harder to dictate what Americans 
can think, say, and do. Theyʼve already said, “You 
canʼt go to work, you canʼt go to school, and you 
canʼt go to church.” Theyʼve exploited a pandemic to 
increase their power over our lives, and they aim to 
keep that power long after the pandemic is gone.  
 
Over many decades, liberal policies have created one 
disaster after another. Currently, our borders are 
under siege, our citizens have been betrayed, our 
allies have been abandoned, our currency has been 
debased through inflation, our schools have been 
transformed into indoctrination centers, our energy 
independence has been sacrificed on the altar of 
climate alarmism, and our great economy has been 
brought to a screeching halt by the radical Leftʼs 
big-government socialism. When patriotic Americans 
dare to stand for freedom, justice, and truth, the Left 
uses racial attacks to silence them and eventually 
erase them from public life.
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President Reagan said, “Freedom is never more than one generation away from extinction. We 
didnʼt pass it on to our children in the bloodstream. Itʼs to be fought for, protected, and handed 
down to them to do the same.”     
 
Thatʼs exactly what the Trump-Pence Administration did every day. The Trump-Pence team fought 
for and protected American liberty for every American of every race, color, and creed. In 48 
months, the Trump-Pence Administration achieved the lowest unemployment, the highest house-
hold incomes, the most energy production, the most pro-American trade deals, the most secure 
border, and the strongest military in the history of the world. 
 
The U.S. Constitution begins with “We the People,” and We the People have had enough of 
destructive policies. We must return to the pro-freedom policies of Presidents Reagan and Trump. 
What follows are some ideas for how – together – we can advance American culture, American 
opportunity, American leadership, and ultimately Advance American Freedom once again.



1AMERICAN 

CULTURE



Americans are proud of our culture and believe that it is worth protecting for future 
generations. As Americans, we believe that every human being is created in the image 
of God, and we are endowed by our Creator with the unalienable rights to life, liberty, 
and the pursuit of happiness. To secure life, the sanctity of human life must be restored 
to the center of American law. To secure liberty, patriotic education must replace politi-
cal indoctrination in our public schools. To secure happiness, every American, in every 

city, should feel safe in his or her home, at work, and on the street.
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i. Allow religious leaders to publicly talk about politics and policy without retribution from 
the IRS.

ii. Ensure that the Department of Justice and other federal agencies respect and do not 
interfere with our First Amendment right to free exercise of religion. 

iii. Prevent government agencies from placing unconstitutional barriers before religious 
organizations seeking access to disaster and pandemic relief. 

iv. Stand up for religious freedom and the rights of religious minorities around the world.

i. Support local law enforcement and vigorous prosecution of violent crimes. 
 

Honor the God-given worth and dignity 
of all people. 

A

Celebrate religious freedom. B

Promote safety in our homes and our 
communities.  

C

i. End federal taxpayer-funding for abortion once and for all.

ii. End all taxpayer funding of the largest abortion provider in America – Planned Parenthood. 

iii. End the assault on faith-based adoption and foster care agencies that will only place 
children into families with one male father and one female mother.  

iv. Work with state and local governments, churches, and other non-profit organizations to 
promote adoption, foster care, and crisis pregnancy centers.  

v. Support embryo adoption.

vi. End all federal funding for destructive fetal tissue research. Support ethical, non-destructive 
research using adult stem cells.  

vii. Permanently ban foreign aid funding for abortions.  
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ii. Surge resources for law enforcement personnel and 
prosecutors in higher crime areas. 

iii. Promote multijurisdictional efforts to combat criminal 
gangs and violent crime. 

iv. Remove from office prosecutors who refuse to enforce 
the law.

v. Support smarter, safer, and more effective ways to 
reform our criminal justice system without simply letting 
criminals out of jail.

 1. Repeal “bail reform” laws that are allowing 
 violent and dangerous criminals back on the 
 streets to commit additional crimes. 

 2. Support prison ministries and expand other  
 faith-based programs that make repeat crimes 
 less likely.

 3. Provide post-incarceration “reentry” opportunities 
 for those who have served their time and paid  
 their debts to society.

i. Finally finish building the border wall.

ii. Immediately deport all illegal alien criminals and gang 
members.

iii. End asylum fraud that allows millions of aliens to 
illegally enter and remain in the United States – and 
require that people seeking asylum or other entry wait in 
Mexico or elsewhere outside the United States while their 
cases are pending.

iv. Pass a nationwide ban on sanctuary cities.

v. Oppose all forms of amnesty, whether legislative or 
administrative.

vi. End chain migration for all but the nuclear family and 
advance merit-based immigration reform. 

Secure the southern border of 
the United States and end 
illegal immigration.

D
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vii. Make the granting of H1B visas and other work visas conditional on employers creating training 
programs for American workers.

viii. Require employers to use E-Verify to ensure all employees are authorized to work in the U.S. 
The federal government should reimburse businesses for the cost of implementation.

ix. Ensure all immigrants, before entering America, are financially stable and capable of providing 
for themselves and their families, rather than relying on taxpayers.

x. Promote the patriotic assimilation of immigrants through the immigration and naturalization 
process.

Promote patriotic education.E
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Protect the exercise and expression of private beliefs 
without fear of reprisal or censorship.

i. State and local jurisdictions should require high school students to pass testing on their 
knowledge of the Declaration of Independence, the U.S. Constitution, and the Federalist Papers 
prior to graduation to ensure that high school students are graduating with a basic knowledge of 
Americaʼs most important founding documents and ideals.  

ii. Reject the racism of quotas and set-asides. Insist on Reverend Martin Luther King, Jr.ʼs 
admonition that we should all be judged by the content of our character, not the color of our skin.  

 1. Teach Frederick Douglassʼ “What the Black Man Wants” speech.

iii. Oppose radical political indoctrination – including the teaching of anti-American racist 
ideologies like Critical Race Theory – in our schools and universities (as well as businesses 
and government agencies).

 1. Support maximum curriculum transparency so that parents have all the 
 information necessary to pick and monitor schools that best fit the needs of 
 their families.

F

i. Advance strong conscience protections. Physicians should never be forced to provide abortions 
or sex-change surgeries. Owners should be able to operate their businesses consistent with their 
faith.

ii. Shield professionals from being fired for wrong-think, families from government intrusion in 
their homes or childrenʼs lives, and churches from needing government permission slips in order to 
meet.

iii. Protect free speech, privacy, association, and civic engagement by ensuring privacy for donors 
to charities and civic groups. 



i. Consistently appoint and confirm conservative judges to the federal bench who will uphold 
the God-given liberties in our Constitution and say no when states run by liberal politicians 
enact restrictions on constitutionally protected gun ownership and use.     

ii. Enact right-to-carry laws.       

iii. Oppose efforts to pass “red flag” or “extreme risk protection order” 
legislation. Liberal versions of these laws are a threat to law-abiding citizens, as they can 
result in the denial, without due process, of an individualʼs Second Amendment rights. Also 
oppose the use of community violence intervention (CVI) programs to fund red flag orders or 
gun buy-backs. 

i. Preserve and protect female athletic competition by ensuring that sports competitions are 
between those who share their God-given gender.     
 

G
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i. Make in-person voting the primary method of voting, encouraged and supported by all levels 
of government and election administration. Mail-in voting should be rare and only for a very 
limited set of circumstances, with clear guidelines and procedures for requesting, receiving, 
casting, validating, and auditing mail-in ballots.

ii. Always require voter identification.

iii. Prohibit early in-person voting – when allowed at all – more than ten days before Election 
Day. 

Honor and protect the Second Amendment.     

Protect American freedom and democracy by ensuring 
the integrity of the democratic election process at 
all levels. 

H

Save and protect women’s sports.I
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The American free enterprise system is the most powerful economic engine in the history of 
mankind. No other system has created more wealth, lifted more people out of poverty, or 
improved mankindʼs quality of life to a greater degree. To restore American freedom and 

greatness, the free market must be unleashed from the shackles of high taxes, overregulation, 
and big-government socialism. Our immigration system must be retooled to serve the interests 

of the American people. Government spending must be brought under control. And every 
American must be equipped with the skills and knowledge to succeed in the workplace of 

tomorrow. “It was freedom, not socialism, that gave us the most prosperous economy in human 
history,” Vice President Pence has said. “It was freedom, not socialism, that ended slavery, 

won two world wars and that stands as a beacon of hope for all the world.”   
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i. Advance regulatory reforms that develop our rich natural resources, regain American 
energy independence, and secure American energy dominance.

 1. Eliminate mandates, regulations, and special tax breaks that put a thumb 
 on the scale for politically favored energy sources over other forms of 
 American energy. 

ii. Expedite permits and approvals for oil and gas production as well as pipeline construction.

iii. Expand exploration and drilling on energy-rich federal lands, on and offshore.

Reestablish policies that promote not just American 
energy independence, but also American energy 
dominance.  

A

iv. Facilitate the export of American liquified natural gas through fast approvals of export 
terminals, among other measures.

v. Maintain a neutral and flexible energy mix by rejecting government mandates, lopsided 
regulations, and carve-outs.

vi. End market-distorting subsidies for any energy source. 

vii. Fight policies that discriminate against technology that uses American energy – like coal 
and petroleum – and favor energy technology that relies on resources from foreign countries, 
like minerals from China and Congo to make the batteries for electric cars.



B

i. Advance the free enterprise system – the economic 
engine that has created more wealth and lifted more 
people out of poverty than any economic system in 
history – by reducing regulations and taxes to 
encourage individual economic freedom over big-
government socialism.

 1. Eliminate at least two regulations for  every 
 new federal regulation.

ii. Combat “woke” corporate culture and advance 
policies that allow American businesses to focus on 
performance over politics. Ensure that businesses and 
investment managers place the economic interests of 
Americans – particularly their workers and pension 
beneficiaries – over progressive political and social 
policy goals.

iii. Promote urban revitalization through economic 
growth and entrepreneurship to create safe, clean, 
vibrant, and thriving cities.    

Foster a thriving free market 
economy.

C Give American families the 
opportunity to achieve the 
American dream by having 
the freedom to pursue the 
best education options for 
their children.

i. Support universal school choice. Fund education
scholarship accounts that parents and children can 
use for the school of their choice and/or accredited 
and supplemental learning outside of the classroom.    

ii. Empower parents so they are always in control of 
how their children are educated. This should include 
allowing students to attend the public school of their 
choice and providing credit for learning outside of 
the classroom.
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i. Cut individual and corporate taxes so families can save money and businesses can invest in 
jobs.

 1. Permanently extend the Trump/Pence tax cuts that helped create 5 
 million jobs and are set to expire in 2025. 

 2. Eliminate special-interest tax breaks and move toward a fairer and flatter
 tax code. 

  a. Use the revenue from removing special tax breaks to lower tax 
  rates elsewhere.

Liberate the American people from oppressive 
taxation, tyrannical bureaucracy, and overregulation.
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iii. Eliminate the U.S. Department of Education and convert some of its current budget to grants 
to states and localities, providing maximum flexibility in how to deploy federal dollars. 

iv. Advance 21st century vocational education and training.

 1. Advance support for career and technical education, skill attainment, and 
 apprenticeships for all ages to offer people evolving opportunities in a time 
 of modernizing technologies.

 2. For those who don't graduate from college, state-level workforce 
 development systems should make it easier to determine which types of    
 certifications and skills are highly valued in nearby locales.

 3. Make public resources that target workforce development more flexible 
 by creating relocation vouchers, so Americans can easily relocate to places 
 of greater opportunity.

 4. Authorize lifelong education savings accounts to better meet the needs of 
 a changing workforce.  
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i. Reshore American jobs by identifying, targeting, and addressing critical gaps in advanced 
manufacturing that were exposed during the pandemic supply chain collapse, including elec-
tronics, communications infrastructure, and pharmaceuticals.

ii. Strengthen our patent system to better protect intellectual property and encourage 
increased American-based innovation.  

iii. Break away from President Bidenʼs global tax policy that puts American companies at a 
disadvantage to foreign companies and incentivizes moving jobs overseas.

iv. Invest in critical infrastructure projects that are actually needed by states and localities, as 
opposed to boondoggle “infrastructure” projects that are little more than liberal priorities and 
unrelated social justice initiatives.

Unleash American innovation and make America 
the most attractive place to do business by reducing 
barriers and creating a favorable climate for
job creation. 

E

 3. Eliminate special tax breaks for high-spending, high-taxing states and use 
 the revenue to cut taxes for working Americans.

 4. End the tax on inflation when calculating the capital gains tax.

ii. Slash federal spending and require a balanced federal budget within five years. 

iii. Pay down the federal debt now so that future generations are not saddled with 
unsustainable interest payments.

iv. Drastically overhaul the federal permitting process so large energy, infrastructure, and 
other development projects donʼt take years to complete because of government hurdles.   



F

i. Negotiate more win-win trade agreements with our 
allies and partners around the world, including Great 
Britain, Japan, other Indo-Pacific nations, and Africa 
modeled on the United States-Mexico-Canada Agreement 
(USMCA), where American interests are not secondary to 
foreign interests.   

ii. Advance security and resilience in the supply chain by 
strengthening ties with allies and partners and reducing 
reliance on strategic competitors.

iii. Revamp the World Trade Organization (WTO) so that 
it works for America or seek to create a new institution 
with allies that counters Chinaʼs unfair practices. 

Pursue reciprocal trade agreements 
that benefit American workers, 
manufacturers, and farmers by 
opening up new markets for their 
products, linking supply chains 
with key allies and spreading U.S. 
standards and values around 
the world.   

G Advance labor policies that allow 
people to choose the jobs they 
want. 

i. Allow insurance portability.

ii. Expand health savings accounts.

iii. Protect flexibility in modern labor markets by protecting 
gig-economy workers from overregulation and promoting 
innovative approaches to entrepreneurship.

iv. Advance work requirements for welfare programs so 
that Americans are not trapped in a cycle of dependence 
or penalized for marriage and work.

 1. When jobs are not available, allow people to 
 meet work requirements through reskilling and job  
 training. 
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i. Reform the federal spending process to make it easier to cut spending, harder to increase 
spending, and impossible to fund something that has not first been authorized by Congress. 

ii. Write laws to give maximum control over spending and regulatory decisions to legislators and 
not to judges or bureaucrats.

iii. End the gamesmanship around government shutdowns by automatically continuing federal 
spending at current levels when Congress or the President misses spending deadlines. 

iv. Reverse federal overreach by ceding rightful authority back to the states.

 1. Sell or donate millions of acres of federal land to the states. 

 2. Restore the division of governmental responsibilities between the federal 
 government and the states so that, as often as possible, the federal 
 government merely supports state and local management and execution. 

 3. Protect federalism by requiring federal agencies to assess and report 
 how their actions will impact states.

 4. Oppose excessive use of eminent domain and enact legislation to ensure 
 that property owners are fairly compensated when the government 
 deprives them of the use of that property.

 5. Advance state and local authority over common shared resources, public 
 lands, and water rights.

  a. Allow longer timeframes for Congress to disapprove a rule issued    
  by a federal agency.

  b. Oppose any form of federal land-grabbing and fight every type of 
  overreach by the federal government that encroaches upon the ability 
  of states and private property owners to cultivate the land and care for 
  our waters. Legislation or agency actions which seek to continually 
  extend federal control over land and water, such as the 30x30 plan, 
  should be rejected if they threaten private property rights.  

Limit government, empower federalism, and respect 
individual liberty and economic freedom.

H
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v. End the COVID national emergency and return freedom to the people.

 1. Oppose federal mandates (such as vaccination and mask 
 requirements) and empower states and localities to respond to the 
 needs of their residents.

 2. Reform the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, which  
 mismanaged guidance on testing, surveillance, masks, and social  
 distancing.

vi. Ensure accountability by making it easier to hire and fire government employees.

vii. Support judges who will uphold the Constitutionʼs governing principles and the rule of law. 

viii. End the adversarial role the government takes against law-abiding citizens and end the IRSʼs 
attacks on nonprofits.

i. Unleash free market principles of competition and innovation across health care to increase 
quality and accessibility, while lowering costs to improve the health of the American people. This 
includes individual and employer market reforms, as well as the continued and expanded use of 
telehealth.  

ii. Empower patients with the transparent information they need to take ownership of their health 
and to become active consumers of health care, shopping for the providers that offer the best 
combination of value and results to their patients.

iii. Realign our health care system to focus on improving health and health outcomes at a lower 
cost, rather than focusing on services provided. 

iv. Right-size the governmentʼs role in health care to focus on basic fundamentals, promote the 
health and safety of our citizens, and ensure that decisions and choices about health and health 
care remain the right of the individual. 

v. Modernize Medicare by ensuring more choice and competition within the program and allow-
ing for easy, voluntary exit from it.

vi. Empower states by giving them maximum flexibility to run their Medicaid programs while 
holding them accountable for delivering value for beneficiaries in terms of both costs and quality.

vii. Build upon the success of Operation Warp Speed and implement reforms to get lifesaving 
therapeutics and treatments to patients more quickly.

Advance freedom in health care. I
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i. Prevent censorship in the modern public square by requiring that Internet companies 
live under the same liability framework as traditional print and broadcast media compa-
nies.

ii. Advance free speech and end digital surveillance without meaningful consent. 

iii. Champion increased ownership and portability of private data.

Reform Big Tech to align it with our democratic 
and free enterprise system.

J
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American Freedom means peace at home and stability abroad. While America must never 
go “abroad, in search of monsters to destroy,” in the words of John Quincy Adams, we must 

promote freedom through the power of our example and stand faithfully with our allies in 
defense of our common values and interests. After inheriting a United States military that 
was drastically overextended and underfunded, the Trump-Pence Administration invested 

$2.2 trillion to rebuild our armed forces – even while working to end the endless wars and 
bring our troops home. In this period of strength and prosperity, Americans saw what true 
leadership can accomplish. We destroyed the ISIS caliphate in Iraq and Syria and stood 

with our cherished ally, Israel, by reshaping the Middle East through the Abraham Accords. 
Today, our country needs strong leadership more than ever. America must stand up to the 
Chinese Communist Party (CCP), building a global coalition of partners willing to stand up 

to the CCPʼs expansionism. The playing field in international trade must be leveled, and jobs 
must be brought back home to the USA. We must seek and achieve burden-sharing by our 
allies and partners, both in Europe and Asia. America must lead by example, standing up 

for international religious freedom around the world.



i. Pass robust defense budgets focused on current and 
future threats that provide all our military personnel with 
the training and equipment they need—wherever and 
whenever they need it—and that root out waste and 
inefficiencies in the Defense Department.  

ii. End “woke” culture in the military.

iii. Build up the Navy to a 350-ship fleet.  

iv. Develop and maintain offensive, deterrence-based 
cyber capabilities. 

v. Make record investments in new technology. 

vi. Advance American leadership and security in space 
through the United States Space Command and the 
United States Space Force.

Ensure a military force ready for 
great power competition with the 
Chinese Communist Party and a 
resurgent Russia, and posture to 
defend both NATO’s eastern 
flank and Taiwan.    

A
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Under the control of Vladimir Putin, Russia harms American 
interests by threatening American allies and invading its
neighbors, conducting cyber attacks, imprisoning American 
citizens, leveraging European alliesʼ reliance on Russian 
natural gas, backing Chinaʼs geopolitical ambitions, and 
aiding and abetting corrupt, anti-American and terrorist-
sponsoring regimes in Iran, Syria, and Cuba. Putin 
undermines freedom and democracy at home and abroad, 
while jeopardizing stability by threatening the sovereignty 
of Russiaʼs neighbors.

Stand strong against Russia.

ii. Create a massive, private-sector-led global energy 
production and export initiative among democratic countries 
centered around the export of American-produced natural 
gas to end Europeʼs dependence on Russia for its energy 
security.

i. Stand strong against Russian aggression and rally our 
Western allies in defense of freedom.



 2. Aggressively utilize export control laws to block the sale of sensitive 
 technologies to China. Coordinate with our allies a tough approach through 
 export controls, sanctions, and investment screening tools. 

 3. Block or unwind arrangements by which large volumes of sensitive U.S. 
 data flow to China, whether through medical records, digital apps, or other 
 channels—all of which are currently subject to uneven standards. 
 Democratic allies must also work together to promote data sharing 
 amongst themselves while limiting flow to China.

 4. Counter the way China exploits and weaponizes other U.S. resources, 
 like our capital markets, including ending the self-destructive flow of U.S. 
 dollars into Chinaʼs military and global surveillance apparatus.

 5. End the policy of dependence on China for rare earths and other critical 
 minerals necessary for national defense and build up a U.S. domestic 
 supply chain to secure these strategic resources.

ii. Treat China as an economic threat.

 1. Pass legislation that revokes Chinaʼs “permanent normal  trade relations” 
 status with the United States and requires the President to certify each year 
 —subject to a congressional resolution of disapproval—that China deserves to receive 
 “most favored nation” trading status.   
 
 2. Work with all other large economies—like Trump-Pence did with 5G and Huawei—to stop 
 Chinaʼs technological and intellectual property theft, predatory tactics in the critical mineral 
 supply chain, and other economic espionage and trade fouls. Coordinate with our allies and 
 potential allies on a tough approach to China on these issues utilizing export controls, 
 sanctions, and investment screening tools.   
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i. Treat China as a security threat.

 1. Bolster our strategic presence in the region, including by reinforcing strategic 
 alliances with partners in East Asia, Southeast Asia, and South Asia. 

American leaders must recognize that the greatest threat to American prosperity, security, and 
values is the Chinese Communist Party (CCP). The United States must confront and counter 
the CCP as an existential threat to American Freedom. The Trump-Pence Administration successfully 
changed the global outlook on China, recognizing the CCP as a leading threat to peace and 
world stability. 

C Confront Communist China.

iii. Use all available means to halt the use of the Nord Stream 2 pipeline, including, if necessary, 
imposing sanctions against companies in allied countries involved in its operation.  

iv. Ensure all unlawfully imprisoned Americans in Russia are returned home.

v. Increase investment in our cyberinfrastructure and enhance our ability to counter and respond 
to Russian cyberattacks, cyber criminals, and influence operations.  
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D
America must remain resolutely committed to the security of our most cherished ally, Israel, 
and help achieve peace, prosperity, and a brighter future for Israel and the Palestinian 
people. 

Stand with Israel and Forge a new Middle East.

i. Forge new security and economic agreements between the United States and Israel, 
together with Abraham Accords countries and other allies.

ii. Maintain and reinforce the Trump-Pence Administration's policy decisions regarding 
Judea and Samaria, the Golan Heights, and Jerusalem as Israel's undivided capital.

 3. Maintain the tariffs imposed by President Trump on imported Chinese 
 goods and services and rally our allies to counter Chinaʼs unfair practices 
 and force China to the negotiating table to create a level playing field with 
 their Chinese controlled and subsidized industries.

iii. Treat China as a massive human rights violator.

 1. Hold China accountable for genocide in Xinjiang and for persecuting 
 faith adherents all across their country.  

 2. Continue to support democracy and valiant pro-democracy leaders in 
 Hong Kong and sanction leaders in Beijing who prosecute activists and roll 
 back civil liberties. 

iv. Treat China as the originator of the COVID-19 pandemic.

 1. Hold China accountable for negligently unleashing and hiding the origins 
 of COVID-19 and demand that they establish a victims compensation and economic 
 recovery fund.
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F
Within our hemisphere, the people of the United States and Latin America share values 
of faith, family, community, freedom, hard work, and capitalism. Our interconnected 
cultural and geographic ties make the region critical to United States prosperity and 
national security. As such, we must renew and expand our engagement with countries 
throughout the hemisphere on security, trade, religious freedom, and foreign policy. 

Fortify Alliances in the Western Hemisphere.

i. Support a prosperous, safe, and democratic region within which the United States can 
work to advance shared interests, especially via free trade and the relocation of manu-
facturing from China to our hemisphere.

ii. Push back against socialist governments in the Western Hemisphere – the type of 
governments historically known to adopt policies that impoverish their people and limit 
fundamental rights and freedoms.  

iii. Prevent illegal and uncontrolled migration, smuggling, and trafficking.   

iv. Assertively seek the restoration of human rights and democracy in Venezuela, Cuba, 
and Nicaragua.  

E
America must never allow the Iranian regime to gain nuclear weapons, and Iran 
must also end its destabilizing behavior in the region and its support for terrorism 
around the world. 

Counter Iranian Aggression.

i. Put a stake in the Iran nuclear deal once and for all.

ii. Reimpose the Trump-Pence sanctions, particularly against individual members and 
organizations of the regime.

iii. Support the Iranian people in their struggle to gain freedom from the clutches of a 
murderous, terrorist regime.



LOOKING AHEAD
America can be as free and prosperous as ever, if 
we stand firm on our principles and hew to what 
has always made America the greatest nation in 
the history of the world. There is no holding back 
freedom and American prosperity if we lean on 
the principles and pillars outlined in this agenda – 
such as a strong national defense, free markets, 
traditional values, the right to life, school choice, 
patriotic education, border security, free, fair, and 
reciprocal trade, confrontation of the Chinese 
Communist Partyʼs aggressive agenda – and if we 
keep faith with our Constitution. Securing these 
pillars is essential to the survival of freedom. The 
solution to any problem can be found in strength-
ening American culture, American opportunity, 
and American leadership. WE, champions of 
freedom and the Declaration of Independence, 
are the last line of defense of the Constitution 
and our American heritage. For our country and 
our future, for our children and our grandchildren, 
we must move forward united and with faith in the 
One who has ever guided the destiny of our land 
–move forward to ensure that the best days for 
the greatest nation on earth are yet to come.
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